VACUUMFLASK
CARING FOR YOUR FLASK
Before you first use your flask, clean the lid with diluted washing up liquid.
Rinse thoroughly. To clean your flask, fill with washing up liquid and boiling water.
Stand for 5 minutes and rinse thoroughly.
The container should be periodically cleaned, the best results are obtained using a
mixture of water and bicarbonate of soda or washing up liquid.
Rinse thoroughly afterwards. Lay flask on its side with the lid off to dry.
DO NOT USE BLEACH
In order to minimise bacterial growth do not use to keep milk products
or baby food warm.

HOT LIQUIDS
When using your flask for hot liquids, fill with boiling water for 30 seconds to
pre-heat, empty and fill with hot liquid. Liquids should be as hot as possible
and poured into flask immediately, making sure the lid is secured tightly.
Check the safety button is now in closed position.

COLD LIQUIDS
When using your flask for cold liquids, fill with cold or iced water
for 3 minutes to pre-cool, empty and fill with cold liquid.
Liquids should be as cold as possible and poured into flask
immediately, making sure the lid is secured tightly.
Check the safety button is in the closed position.

CAUTION
Do not use to store or carry carbonated drinks.
Make sure you fill the flask to the level below the stopper.
Do not overfill the vacuum flask so, when you put the stopper in it
forces hot water out over the top. This could be dangerous.
When pouring hot water into a flask it is best done so over a sink.
Do not use your flask in a microwave or conventional oven.
Flask is dishwasher safe if cap, spare cup and stopper are removed beforehand.
These items should be handwashed only.

Push to open stopper,
Push again to close stopper
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